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The Travel World is a reputable The Travel World is a reputable car rental company in Ahmedabadcar rental company in Ahmedabad,,
providing cars on rent services across Gujarat.  Our hire services areproviding cars on rent services across Gujarat.  Our hire services are
best known for their quality and flexibility. In the year 2012, webest known for their quality and flexibility. In the year 2012, we
stepped into the market of car rental in Ahmedabad. We believe that astepped into the market of car rental in Ahmedabad. We believe that a
service should not leave out any of the client's needs or expectationsservice should not leave out any of the client's needs or expectations
from its scope. from its scope. 

 Whether you are looking for corporate car rental services or a  Whether you are looking for corporate car rental services or a luxuryluxury
car rentalcar rental for a family trip across the country, airport, or railway station for a family trip across the country, airport, or railway station
transfers to a hired car for prestigious occasions or companytransfers to a hired car for prestigious occasions or company
promotions and launches- your every need will be fulfilled by ourpromotions and launches- your every need will be fulfilled by our
team. Our mission is to provide the best transport services andteam. Our mission is to provide the best transport services and
continue giving world-class rental services at affordable rates. We aimcontinue giving world-class rental services at affordable rates. We aim
to provide services by setting higher standards in car rentals. to provide services by setting higher standards in car rentals. 

 The Travel World understands your challenges that come with The Travel World understands your challenges that come with
traveling in India. Our large and diverse fleet of cars lets you choosetraveling in India. Our large and diverse fleet of cars lets you choose
just the perfect ride. It is this diversity that has encouraged us fromjust the perfect ride. It is this diversity that has encouraged us from
just being a standard service provider of cars on rent in Ahmedabad tojust being a standard service provider of cars on rent in Ahmedabad to
a country-wide provider. We take into account your corporate clients’a country-wide provider. We take into account your corporate clients’
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expediency and make your weekend trip pleasant and stress-free. Weexpediency and make your weekend trip pleasant and stress-free. We
complete your schedule of the local and national tours with the utmostcomplete your schedule of the local and national tours with the utmost
flexibility. Count in airport or railway pick up and drop off,flexibility. Count in airport or railway pick up and drop off,
transportation to promotions, wedding or such occasions, and manytransportation to promotions, wedding or such occasions, and many
more. Let us make your events a little more special and effortless.  more. Let us make your events a little more special and effortless.  

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/the-travel-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/the-travel-
world-10627world-10627
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